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Speakers

• Toni Cesta, PhD, RN, FAAN
• Founding partner of Case 

Management Concepts, LLC. 
Dr. Cesta is the author of eight 
books, a frequently sought-after 
speaker, lecturer and consultant 
and is considered one of the 
primary thought leaders in the 
field of Case Management. Dr. 
Cesta also writes a monthly 
column called Case 
Management Insider in AHC 
Media’s Hospital Case 
Management newsletter. She 
has been active in the research 
and development of Case 
Management for over 20 years.

• Beverly Cunningham, MS, 
RN, ACM

• Founding partner of Case 
Management Concepts, 
LLC. She has a 25-year deep 
working knowledge of case 
management with specific 
expertise in denials 
management, patient flow and 
the role of the Case Manager 
and Social Worker in the Case 
Management process. She has 
served as a Commissioner on 
the Commission for Case 
Management Certification and 
is a fellow with the Advisory 
Board. Bev is also the former 
Vice President of Resource 
Management at Medical City 
Dallas Hospital.
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OBJECTIVES

• Identify compliance gaps in your daily practice.

• Discuss the elements of compliance that affect the 
daily practice of a case manager.

• Explain new and revised case management 
standards, regulations, and laws put forth by CMS, 
TJC, DNV and the federal government.
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BUT…………..HOW CONFIDENT CAN YOU REALLY 
BE WITH ALL OF THE COMPLIANCE THAT IS EXPECTED?
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WHO REQUIRES COMPLIANCE?

• CMS

• The government

• National and state agencies

• Hospital accreditation bodies

• Third party payers

• Your hospital

• Your patients
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COMPLIANCE IS MORE THAN RULES AND 
REGULATIONS

• Clinical compliance
• Value-based purchasing

• Readmission penalties

• Hospital never events

• Hospital acquired conditions

• Standards

• Evidence-based clinical guidelines
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COMPLIANCE SHARED RESPONSIBLITIES
(Compliance Is Not Just A Case Management Process)
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SOCIETY OF HOSPITAL MEDICINE 2014 SURVEY 
REGARDING OBSERVATION SERVICES

• 43% of hospitalists did not know if their patients 
were notified of their status

• 10% reported patients were not notified

• Vast majority of hospitalists supported notification

• Some concern the notification would confuse 
patients
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HOSPITALIST REQUEST TO CHANGE                  
PATIENT STATUS EACH DAY(Society of Hospital Medicine)
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COMPLIANCE GOALS OF ACCESS POINT CASE MANAGEMENT CHANGED      
WITH  2014 INPATIENT PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM (IPPS) FINAL RULES

• Compliance to 2 midnight rule

• Have an order to admit

• Continuing:
• Provision for alternative care when 

needed and appropriate (medical 
necessity)

• Assurance or compliance to rules and 
regulations, i.e. EMTALA

12
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2014 IPPS FINAL RULE REQUIRED PRESENCE OF CASE MANAGER 
IN ADMITTING DEPARTMENT AND EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 

Provides gate keeping function for:
• Planned admissions

• Urgent admissions

• Direct admissions

• Transfers

• Potential breaches of compliance, 
especially the 2 midnight rule
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COMPLIANCE NOW REQUIRES CONSIDERATION OF 
OTHER CRITICAL CASE MANAGEMENT ROLES

• Perioperative Case Manager

• Transfer Center Case Manager

• Appeals Coordinator

• Complex Discharge Planning Social Worker

• Case Management Extender

14
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OBSERVATION HAS BECOME A KEY COMPLIANCE 
CONCEPT 

“Observation care is a well-defined set of specific, 
clinically appropriate services, which include 

ongoing short term treatment, assessment, and 
reassessment, that are furnished while a decision 

is being made regarding whether patients will 
require further treatment as hospital inpatients or if 
they are able to be discharged from the hospital.” 

Internet-Only Manual (IOM), Publication 100-04, 

Chapter 4, Section 290 
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THE 2 MIDNIGHT RULE

• Defined physician documentation and made payment contingent 
upon this documentation

• Document expectation of patient stay to be greater or less than 1 
midnight, with accompanying appropriate order

• Documentation of reason for hospital services for any stay 
expected longer than 1 midnight:  must support medically 
reasonable and necessary care

• Reassess after 1 midnight, if expected stay less than 2 midnights 
and patient will continue to stay (with presumed inpatient order) 
and reason for extended hospital services

• Authentication of admission order before patient discharged
• Inpatient only procedures are the exception
• Lesson learned from “probe and educate”:  any inpatient order 

with an expected stay of 2 midnights or greater, but with a 1 
midnight say, must have documented reason patient did not stay 
for at least 2 midnights
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2016 OUTPATIENT PROSPECTIVE SYSTEM 
FINAL RULE

• 2 midnight rule essentially did not change

• Expanded inpatient admissions less than 2 midnights:  
Admission would be acceptable on a  case-by-case 
basis

• Enforcement of rule to shift to Beneficiary and Family  
Centered Quality Improvement Organizations (BFCC-
QIO)

• CMS invited comments on specific medical criteria to 
be used with 2 midnight rule

18
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EXCEPTIONS TO 2 MIDNIGHT RULE

Exceptions to the Two Midnight Requirement for Inpatient 
Admission – Unforeseen Circumstances

• Unforeseen circumstances may result in a shorter beneficiary 
stay than the physician’s expectation (that the beneficiary 
would require a stay greater than two midnights)
• Death
• Transfer
• Departure against medical advice (AMA)
• Unforeseen recovery
• Election of hospice care

• Such claims may be considered appropriate for hospital 
inpatient payment

• Physician expectation and any unforeseen interruptions in 
care must be documented in the medical record
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ACCEPTABLE ONE DAY STAYS

• Depends on judgement by physician

• Depends on documentation to justify stay

• CMS expects these to be rare

• These types of admissions will be monitored and 
reviewed, if appropriate
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CHANGE IN 2 MIDNIGHT RULE MONITORING 
PROCESS

Beginning January 1, 2016, reviews based on OPPS 
final rule

• Monitoring by BFFCC QIO

• Referrals to RAC, as necessary

• No IP only procedures will be reviewed

• 10 claims biannually for small hospitals

• 25 claims biannually for large hospitals

June 8, 2016:  Hold on BFCC-QIO monitoring of 2 
midnight rule so they can re-review their previously 
denied claims
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BFCC QIO RESULTS STRATIFICATION

• Minor concern:  • A provider with an error 
rate of <10% and no pattern of errors  –

• Moderate-significant concern:  • A provider 
with an error rate of 10-20%  

• Major concern:  • A provider with an error 
rate of >20% 
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2 MIDNIGHT RULE UPDATES

VULNERABILITIES REMAIN UNDER MEDICARE’S 
2-MIDNIGHT HOSPITAL POLICY

By Office of Inspector General   December 2016
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MEDICARE SPENDING FOR SHORT STAYS

• $2.9 billion paid for inappropriate inpatient stays from hospital claims 
FFY 2013 and 2014

• Hospitals are inappropriately billing for nearly 40% of short inpatient 
stays

• Hospitals continue to vary in their use of inpatient and outpatient stays
• 3% of all stays were short inpatient stays:  Ranges from 1% to 5% among 

hospitals
• 6% of all stays were long outpatient stays in FY 2014:  Ranges from 2% to 

almost 11%

• Medicare pays more for some short inpatient stays than for short 
outpatient stays, although the stays are for similar reasons

• Expected result from report:  garners attention from both lawmakers and 
regulators (HFMA 12/22/16)

• Since introduction of 2 midnight stay policy
• Inpatient stays have decreased by 2.8%
• Outpatient stays have increased by 8.1%
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MOST COMMON REASON FOR SHORT INPATIENT STAYS POTENTIALLY 
INAPPROPRIATE UNDER 2 MIDNIGHT POLICY FY 2014

MOST COMMON REASON FOR IP 
STAYS

# SHORT IP 
STAYS

% SHORT IP 
STAYS

Irregular heartbeat 16,235 3.8%

Chest pain 14,766 3.5%

Digestive disorders 13,544 3.2%

Loss of blood flow to brain 10,146 2.4%

Coronary stent insertion 9,846 2.3%

Fainting 9,158 2.2%

Nutritional disorders 8,924 2.1%

Irregular heartbeat (medium severity) 8,881 2.1%

Circulatory disorders 8,677 2.0%

Red blood cell disorders 7,752 1.8%
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OIG analysis of CMS data 2016

MOST COMMON REASON FOR SHORT OUTPATIENT STAYS FY 
2014

MOST COMMON REASON FOR  
SHORT OP STAYS

# SHORT OP 
STAYS

% SHORT OP 
STAYS

Chest pain 356,625 13.2%

Digestive disorders 185,202 6.8%

Fainting 84,596 3.1%

Coronary stent insertion 81,966 3.0%

General signs and symptoms 63,330 2.3%

Injuries to the skin or tissue 58,963 2.2%

Kidney and urinary tract infections 52,817 1.9%

Back problems 50,393 1.9%

Respiratory signs and symptoms 47,232 1.7%

Circulatory disorders 46,448 1.7%
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OIG analysis of CMS data, 2016

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
CMS, BASED ON DECEMBER 2016 REPORT

• Conduct routine analysis of hospital billing and target for review the 
hospitals with high or increasing numbers of short inpatient stays that 
are potentially inappropriate under 2 midnight policy

• Identify and target for review the short inpatient stays that are 
potentially inappropriate under the 2 midnight rule policy

• Analyze the potential impacts of counting time spent as an outpatient 
toward the 3 night requirement for SNF services so beneficiaries 
receiving similar hospital care have similar access to these services

• Explore methods for protecting beneficiaries in outpatient stays from 
paying more than they would have paid as inpatients

27
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION FOR 
HOSPITALS (CoP)    42 C.F.R. PART 428

Rules from CMS by which Medicare 

and Medicaid enrolled hospitals must 

abide as a condition of participation in 

federal health care programs

Any state regulation that is more restrictive 

than the CoP will “trump” the CoP
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42 C.F.R. PART 482—CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
(CoP) FOR HOSPITALS

Subpart C:  Basic hospital functions relating to case management 
• § 482.30 Condition of participation: Utilization review  

• § 482.43 Condition of participation: Discharge planning
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TWO VERY IMPORTANT COMPLIANCE             
BILLING PROCESSES

• Condition Code 44 
• Ability to bill Medicare Part B if patient has IP order, but does not meet 

medical necessity and has not been discharged

• Increased payment for hospital with this process (more payment than 
provider liable)

• Provider Liable
• Ability to bill Medicare Part B if patient has IP order, but does not meet 

medical necessity and has already been discharged

• Less payment for hospital with this process (than with condition code 44)

30
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MEDICARE CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION  

Requirement for a 

Utilization Review Committee

Medicare Conditions of Participation, Section 482.30 for 
IPPS and 485.66 for Critical Access Hospitals

CAH State Operations Manual, Appendix W

Medicare Claims Processing Manual, Chapter 1, 50.3
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MEDICARE CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION (CoP)

• All hospitals must have a UR plan
Must have a plan that provides for review of services furnished by the 
institution and by members of the medical staff to patients entitled to 
benefits under the Medicare and Medicaid programs 

• All hospitals must have a UR committee

• Hospital must ensure that all UR activities, including 
review of medical necessity of hospital admissions and 
continued stays are fulfilled as described in 42 CFR 
482.30
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KNOW UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT  
RULES AND REGULATIONS

Medicare patient 
placed in 

observation
Moon delivered at 
appropriate time

Medicare patient 
admitted
• Important Message 

delivered
• Documentation for at 

least 2 midnights, 
including reason for 
hospital services

• Appropriate order
• Care delivered

Discharge 
planning begins
• Patient and/or family 

involved in discharge 
plan

• Important Message 
delivered within 2 
days of discharge (if 
stay longer than 2 
days)

• Physician admission 
order authenticated 
before discharge

Discharge order 
written
• Patient agrees with 

discharge 
• Patient disagrees with 

discharge
• Appeal process with 

QIO
• HINN delivered
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EVEN IF PAYMENT DOES NOT CHANGE, PATIENT 
BILLING MUST BE ACCURATE

• Status assignment (for billing)
• Outpatient

• Observation service

• Inpatient

• Level of care (for billing)
• Medical/surgical

• Intermediate

• Critical care

• NICU levels of care
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INCORPORATE 2 MIDNIGHT COMPLIANCE IN TO YOUR  
DAILY CASE MANAGEMENT ROUTINE

Patient 
admitted as 

inpatient with 
appropriate 

order

CM reviews 
order and 

documentation, 
using medical 

necessity

Physician 
documents 
appropriate 

medical 
necessity

One or two day 
stay

If one day stay, 
physician 

documents 
reason for early 

discharge

Admission 
order 

authenticated 
before 

discharge

Patient 
discharged

Appropriate 
billing

THE PERFECT WORLD
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INCORPORATE 2 MIDNIGHT RULE COMPLIANCE IN TO 
YOUR DAILY CASE MANAGEMENT ROUTINE

Patient 
admitted as 

inpatient

Physician 
documentation 

not in 
compliance 

with 2 MN rule

One or two 
day stay 
without 

concurrent 
case manager 

review

Patient 
discharged

Account 
placed on hold

Case Manager 
does retro 

review after 
discharge

2 MN rule 
documentation 
requirements 
not followed

Self denial 
process 
followed
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SELF DENIAL PROCESS:  MEDLINE MATTERS (MLN 
MATTERS) MM 8445

• Released February 2014, but effective October 1, 
2013

• No non-physician shall deny an admission order  
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INCORPORATE UTILIZATION MANAGEMENT COMPLIANCE 
IN TO YOUR DAILY CASE MANAGEMENT ROUTINE

Patient admitted 
as inpatient
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE:  THE PATIENT’S RIGHT TO 
APPEAL

• 1st important message given on admission

• 2nd important message give within 2 days of discharge

• DNV has been auditing important message delivery and 
documentation in record

39
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HOSPITAL ISSUED NOTICE OF NONCOVERAGE:  
HINN

• Hospitals “may” issue HINNs to Medicare fee-for service 
patients if they plan to hold patient financially liable

• Reason for HINN:  care patient receiving, or about to receive 
not covered because it is:

• Not medically necessary

• Not delivered in the most appropriate setting

• Custodial in nature

• Assure you have contacted physician for additional information 
regarding patient’s case before issuing HINN
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HOSPITAL ISSUED NOTICE OF NONCOVERAGE:  
HINN
• Patient must be able to comprehend the HINN and may it not 

be issued where the Emergency Medical Treatment and 
Active Labor Act (EMTALA) applies

• Patient billing must meet CMS requirements

• If proper HINN not obtained, patient cannot be held financially 
liable
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HINN:  WHICH ONE AND WHEN?

• Preadmission/Admission HINN
• When physician has ordered IP and Medicare would usually pay for 

the admission, but medical necessity is not met or level of care not 
appropriate

• Examples:  Admission not meeting requirements of National or 
Local Coverage Determination (NCD or LCD) or level of care 
inappropriate

• HINN 10: Notice of Hospital Requested Review
• Request a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) 

review/decision when hospital determines patient no longer needs 
inpatient care, but is unable to obtain agreement of physician

42
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HINN:  WHICH ONE AND WHEN?

• HINN 11
• When diagnostic or therapeutic item of service that is not medically 

necessary will be provided during an otherwise covered inpatient stay

• May only be used when published Medicare coverage policy (NCD or 
LCD) confirms that item or service not medically necessary

• HINN-12
• When patient initially met inpatient level of care, but the hospital, with the 

concurrence of physician or QIO, determines patient no longer needs 
inpatient care and has made decision to discharge patient
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION:  
DISCHARGE PLANNING  482.43

• Must have in effect a discharge planning process that applies to all 
patients; policies and procedures must be in writing

• Must identify at early stage of hospitalization all patients likely to 
suffer adverse health consequences upon discharge if no adequate 
discharge planning

• Must provide discharge planning evaluation to patients   
identified in this section, and to other patients upon patient’s 

request, request of person acting on patient's behalf, or request of the 
physician

• RN, social worker, or other appropriately qualified personnel must 
develop, or supervise development of evaluation

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/cfr_2004/octqtr/pdf/42cfr482.43.pdf
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION:  
DISCHARGE PLANNING  482.43

DP Evaluation Must 

• Include evaluation of likelihood of patient needing post-hospital services and 
availability of such services

• Include evaluation of likelihood of patient’s capacity for self-care or possibility 
of patient being cared for in environment from which he or she entered 
hospital

• Be completed timely so appropriate arrangements for care are made before 
discharge, and avoid unnecessary delays in discharge

• Be included in medical record to establish appropriate discharge plan and 
must discuss results of evaluation with patient or individual acting on his or 
her behalf
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION:  
DISCHARGE PLANNING  482.43

Discharge Plan

• Patient’s physician may request a discharge plan, if hospital finds 
patient does not need plan; in such a case, hospital must develop 
discharge plan for patient

• Must arrange for initial implementation of the patient’s discharge plan

• Must reassess discharge plan if there are factors that may affect 
continuing care needs or appropriateness of the discharge plan

• As needed, patient and family members or interested persons must be 
counseled to prepare them for post-hospital care
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CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
DISCHARGE PLANNING

• Must transfer or refer patients, along with necessary medical 
information, to appropriate facilities, agencies or outpatient 
services, as needed, for follow-up or ancillary care

• Must reassess discharge planning process on an on-going 
basis; reassessment must include review of discharge plans to 
ensure that they are responsive to discharge needs

48
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CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION    
AND PATIENT CHOICE

Include in discharge plan list of HHAs or SNFs available to patient, that 
participate in the Medicare program, and that serve geographic area (as defined 

by the HHA) in which patient resides, or in case of a SNF, in geographic area 
requested by patient; HHAs must request to be listed by hospital as available

• List must only be presented to patients for whom home health care or post-
hospital extended care services are indicated and appropriate as determined by 
discharge planning evaluation

• For patients enrolled in managed care organizations, hospital must indicate  
availability of home health and post-hospital extended care services through 
individuals and entities that have a contract with the managed care organizations

• Must document in  the patient’s medical record that list was presented to patient or 
individual acting on patient’s behalf
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CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION    
AND PATIENT CHOICE

• Must inform patient or patient’s family of freedom to choose 
among participating Medicare providers of post-hospital care 
services and must, when possible, respect patient and family 
preferences when expressed; hospital must not specify or 
otherwise limit the qualified providers that available to the patient

• Must identify any HHA or SNF to which patient is referred in 
which hospital has disclosable financial interest, and any HHA or 
SNF that has disclosable financial interest in a hospital under 
Medicare 
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A PAYER’S COMPLIANCE EXPECTATIONS

• Follow contract language

• Case manager should be aware of utilization 
management portion of contract

• Criteria payer used by payer

• Time for calls for medical necessity

• Frequency of calls

• On-site case management

• Appeal processes

• Billing contract regulations

51
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PHYSICIAN’S ROLE IN COMPLIANCE

• Order to admit
• Must be present

• Must indicate inpatient, observation service or outpatient

• 2 Midnight Rule Documentation
• Expectation of length of stay

• Reason for hospital services

• Discussion of discharge plan

• Authentication of IP admission order before discharge

52

PHYSICIAN’S ROLE IN COMPLIANCE

• Condition code 44 process
• Physician collaboration with UR Committee to discuss agreement or 

disagreement for inpatient order

• Documentation must occur in medical record that physician agrees 
with UR Committee decision

• Participation in peer to peer conversation
• With commercial payer medical director to appeal denial, when 

appropriate (and during hospital stay, if allowed by payer)

• With internal and/or external physician advisor

53
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
PROPOSED DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Published November 3, 2015

• Comments accepted until January 3, 2016

• Delayed until later in………………………?

55

CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION PROPOSED 
DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Expanded which patients require a discharge plan before leaving 
hospital

• Discharges from critical access hospitals, long-term acute care 
hospitals, inpatient rehab hospitals

• Observation service patients, ED patients, day surgery patients, 
patients receiving procedures and require anesthesia or sedation

• Plan must be started within 24 hours of admission

• Collaboration with community service providers is stressed as a 
need
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
PROPOSED DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Quality measures of post-acute care providers should be 
provided to patients and caregivers

• CMS recommends use of Nursing Home Compare and 
Home Health Compare

• These are to be used until quality measures in the 
IMPACT Act are available

• Patient information shared with next level of care providers

• Practitioner responsible for patient’s care must be involved 
discharge planning and participate in documentation of plan
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
PROPOSED DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Patients discharged home should have discharge summary sent 
within 48 hours to physician responsible for follow up care

• Pending lab results to be sent to same physician within 24 hours

• Critical access hospitals and home health agencies will have 
new set of Condition of Participation

• Discharge planning process must be written and approved by 
the hospital board (both initially and then routinely)
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
PROPOSED DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Patient or patient caregiver capability and availability must be 
considered

• Availability and access to non-healthcare services must be 
considered—includes home and physical environment modifications, 
including assistive technologies, transportation services, meal services 
or household services (or both), including housing for homeless patients

• Discharge plan must address patient’s goals of care and treatment 
preferences with documentation of such
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CMS CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
PROPOSED DISCHARGE PLANNING RULES 

• Process must be assessed on a regular basis
• Ongoing review or representative sample of discharge plans

• Include patients readmitted within 30 days of discharge to ensure 
responsiveness to discharge needs

• Medication reconciliation required

• Patient made aware that they should assure a post acute care provider 
is in their network

• Appropriate staff must coordinate discharge plan

• Ongoing evaluation must identify any changes in discharge plan

60
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61

NOTICE ACT

• Originally to take place August 6, 2016:  To begin 12 months after 
enactment (Senate signed July 27, 2015; President Obama signed 
August 7, 2015)

• Now to begin March 8, 2017

• Includes critical access hospitals

• Explains individual’s status as outpatient observation, and not 
inpatient, and reasons why

• Explains implication of that status on services furnished (including 
those furnished as an inpatient), in particular 

• Implications for cost-sharing requirements 

• Subsequent coverage eligibility for services furnished by a skilled 
nursing facility
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THE ACT:  NOTIFICATION (2)

• Includes appropriate additional information

• Is written and formatted using plain language and 
made available in appropriate languages

• Is signed by individual or person acting on the 
individual’s behalf (representative) to acknowledge 
receipt of the notification

• If individual or representative refuses to sign, the 
written notification must be signed by the hospital 
staff who presented it
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COMPLIANCE = REIMBURSEMENT:

Transition From Pay For Volume To 
Pay For Performance Requires 

Compliance To Evidence-based Practices

• Efficiency
• Mortality
• Readmissions
• Complications, including hospital-acquired 

infections
• Core measures
• Patient experience
• Patient safety indicator (aggregate score)

64
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COMPLIANCE AND THE INTERDISCIPLINARY 
TEAM

• Know your team

• Collaborate with team

• Educate team for basic understanding of compliance rules and 
regulations

• Case management staff

• Physicians:  ED, hospitalists, intensivists, high volume admitters

• Physician advisor(s)

• Nursing

• Ancillary providers
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COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES

• Get status/service right on admission
• CM at your entry points

• Consider an observation service case manager

• Assure appropriate weekend coverage

• All observation service patients should be top priority at the 
beginning of your day

• Know your team and collaborate with them

• Start discharge planning on day of admission
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CASE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES:  TRANSITION 
OBSERVATION PATIENTS APPROPRIATELY

• Patients meeting criteria to be admitted as IP:  get OP order to admit

• Patients not meeting criteria to be admitted as IP:  discharge patients
• Plan for additional testing as OP, if at all possible

• If OP not possible, closely monitor observation service and discharge as 
soon as possible

• Optimize timely discharge
• Social worker

• Clerical associate

69
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IMPACT OF EACH CASE MANAGER ON 
COMPLIANCE

ED RN Case Manager

• 2 Midnight Rule

• Appropriate order with 
admission medical necessity for 
status/service

• Discharge plan

• 3 day qualifying inpatient stay 
for SNF placement (for patients 
needing placement and 
discharged within past 30 days)

• Readmissions

ED Social Worker

• Discharge plan

• 3 day qualifying inpatient stay 
for SNF placement (for patients 
needing placement and 
discharged within past 30 days)

• Readmissions
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IMPACT OF EACH CASE MANAGER ON 
COMPLIANCE

Unit RN Case Manager
• 2 Midnight Rule
• Appropriate order with admission 

medical necessity
• Continued stay medical necessity
• Prioritize observation service patients 

each day
• Appropriate use of condition code 44 

and provider liable
• Discharge plan with patient choice
• 2nd important message
• 3 day qualifying inpatient stay for 

SNF placement (for patients needing 
placement and discharged within 
past 30 days)

• Readmissions
• Appropriate use of physician advisor

Unit Social Worker
• Discharge plan with patient choice
• 3 day qualifying inpatient stay for 

SNF placement (for patients 
needing placement and 
discharged within past 30 days)

• Readmissions
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IMPACT OF EACH CASE MANAGER ON 
COMPLIANCE

Perioperative Case Manager
• 2 Midnight Rule
• Appropriate order with 

admission medical necessity
• Appropriate use of condition 

code 44 and provider liable
• Discharge plan with patient 

choice
• Inpatient only procedures
• Appropriate use of physician 

advisor

Appeals Coordinator
• 2 midnight rule self audit
• Appropriate orders for 

status/service
• Admission medical necessity for 

status/service
• Continued stay medical necessity
• Denial and appeal management
• Appropriate use of condition code 

44 and provider liable
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IMPACT OF CASE MANAGEMENT LEADER ON 
COMPLIANCE

• Optimal case management model to support compliance
• Right roles:  RN case manager, social worker, case management 

associate support, case management leadership team
• Effective physician advisor role
• Collaborate with other departments to assure responsibilities for 

compliance are coordinated by the appropriate department
• 1st important message
• NOTICE Act requirements
• Observation letter
• Denial processes
• Discharge planning proposed rule
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IMPACT OF CASE MANAGEMENT LEADER ON 
COMPLIANCE

• Education:  Staff, physicians, nursing

• Orientation of new staff

• Orientation of new case management leaders

• Annual staff competencies

• Audit appropriate compliance processes; share results with 
department and individually with each staff member

• Oversee UR Committee

• Assure UR plan annual review

• Prepare for new CMS rules, such as proposed discharge planning 
rule
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SAMPLE CASE MANAGEMENT 
COMPLIANCE GAP ANALYSIS

MEASURE CURRENTLY
IN PLACE

NEEDS TO 
BE 

IMPROVED

2 Midnight Rule process in place and successful

2 Midnight Rule audit process in place and reported to UM Committee

UM Committee in place and following Condition of Participation 
requirements

ED Case Management in place during appropriate hours

Access Case Management in place, if appropriate

Physician advisor process in place and effective

All case managers understand role of medical necessity and 2 midnight 
rule expectations

All records have orders with correct order to admit

Effective self denial process in place

Important Message delivered appropriately with accurate appeal 
process in place with QIO

HINN delivery process mirrors CMS requirements
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SAMPLE CASE MANAGEMENT 
COMPLIANCE GAP ANALYSIS  

MEASURE CURRENTLY
IN PLACE

NEEDS TO 
BE 

IMPROVED

Preparation for proposed discharge planning proposed rules

Discharge planning process follows Condition of Participation 
requirements

Discharge plan re-evaluated at appropriate intervals (for example, after 
a surgical procedure, discharge plan reassessed)

Policies in place to support compliance rules and regulations

RN case manager and social worker documentation support CMS 
requirements

Annual IRR of medical necessity criteria RN case managers 

Feedback to department and individual staff from dashboard

Annual education of staff and physicians

Collaboration in place for new compliance requirements:  such as 
NOTICE Act and proposed discharge planning rules

Preparation for Notice Act with clear understanding of case 
management department’s role in compliance to act
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RESOURCES

• CMS:  Hospital inpatient order and certification:  
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-
Payment/AcuteInpatientPPS/Downloads/IP-Certification-and-Order-
01-30-14.pdf

• CMS:  FAQ’s 2 midnight rule guidance:  
http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Monitoring-Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-
Programs/Medical-
Review/Downloads/Questions_andAnswersRelatingtoPatientStatusR
eviewsforPosting_31214.pdf

• Discharged planning proposed rules 2015:  
https://www.cms.gov/Newsroom/MediaReleaseDatabase/Press-
releases/2015-Press-releases-items/2015-10-29.html
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RESOURCES
• Final 2 midnight rule CMS-1599 (August 2013)

• Medicare Benefits Policy, Chapter 1, Section 10

• MLN Connects, January 14, 2014 Presentation:  
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-
Education/Outreach/NPC/National-Provider-Calls-and-Events-
Items/2014-01-14-midnight.html

• 42 CFR   412.3 (Final rule regarding physician certification):  
http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-
idx?SID=6153f6aa2d7cd17640867c003e18e2e2&node=se42.2.41
2_13&rgn=div8%20%3E

• CMS Guidance:  Hospital Inpatient Admission Order and 
Certification issued on September 5, 2013 and updated on January 
30, 2014

• Condition Code 44:  CMS Transmittal 299 (September 10, 2004)  
and Medicare Claims Processing Manual, Chapter 1, Section 50.3, 
and 42 C.F.R. 482.30(d)(1)
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RESOURCES

• CMS IOM-002 Medicare Benefit Policy Manual, Chapter 6, Section 
20.6B, “Coverage of Outpatient Observation Services”

• Social Security Act 1862 (a) (1) (A)

• www.casemanagementconsultants.com

• MLN Matters SE 1333, Revised:  Part A to Part B Billing of Denied 
Hospital Inpatient Claims:  http://www.cms.gov/outreach-and-
education/medicare-learning-network-
mln/mlnmattersarticles/downloads/se1403.pdf

• Verbal orders, 42 CFR 482.2(c)(2):  
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/42/482.24
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RESOURCES

• CMS Guidance:  Hospital Inpatient Admission Order and 
Certification issued on September 5, 2013 and updated on January 
30, 2014

• Society for Hospital Medicine, July 2014, “The Observation Status 
Problem—Impacts and Recommendations for Change”

• Transfers:  CMS 2 Midnight Rule FAQ 2.2:  
http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Monitoring-Programs/Medicare-FFS-Compliance-
Programs/Medical-
Review/Downloads/Questions_andAnswersRelatingtoPatientStatus
ReviewsforPosting_31214.pdf
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RESOURCES

• Medicare Claims Manual, Chapter 4 Part B Hospital:  
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-
Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/Downloads/clm104c04.pdf

• Hospitals’ Use of Observation Stays and Short Inpatient Stays for 
Medicare Beneficiaries Memorandum Report:  
http://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-02-12-00040.pdf

• The Observation Status Problem:  Impact and Recommendations fore 
Change.  Society of Hospital Medicine Public Policy Committee July 2014:  
http://www.hospitalmedicine.org/Web/Advocacy/Key_Issues/Observation_
Status/Web/Advocacy/Observation_Status.aspx?hkey=4b746745-7a0b-
4295-a842-375bc28fe64a
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OBSERVATION RESOURCES FOR MEDICARE 
BENEFICIARIES

• Center for Medicare Advocacy:  Self Help Packet for Medicare 
Observation Status    http://www.medicareadvocacy.org/self-help-
packet-for-medicare-observation-status/

• FAQ Hospital Observation Care Can Be Costly for Medicare 
Patients (Kaiser Health News)  http://khn.org/news/observation-
care-faq/

• Medicare.gov  Find Out if You’re an Inpatient or an Outpatient:  It 
Affects What You Pay  https://www.medicare.gov/what-medicare-
covers/part-a/inpatient-or-outpatient.html
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Bev Cunningham 
bevcmc@hotmail.com

Toni Cesta
cestacon@aol.com

www.casemanagementconcepts.com

IT’S TIME FOR QUESTIONS

THANK YOU


